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Strategic ePhilanthropy

• Donors becoming more sophisticated
• Donors whose needs are met by the org. of their 

choice will continue to be prayer & financial partners 
w/ that organization.

• Orgs. must ensure that online efforts work in close 
harmony with the traditional programs.

• Return on investment is high
– April 2005 Direct Mail avg. gift - $87.35
– April 2005 Website avg. gift - $181.39

Remember that donors are becoming more sophisticated.  They want to have 
information available that will make them feel connected to you. If they feel like 
their needs are being met, they will continue to give to be prayer and financial 
partners with your ministry.  

An important key to being successful is for you to make sure that your internet 
strategy is not going counter to your other communication efforts.  Your online 
communications should complement your offline communications such as direct 
mail, newsletters, radio and tv spots, etc. 

The return on web based communication can be high.  One ministry that I am 
familiar with showed the following numbers in April of 2005.  As you can see, the 
value of a cohesive online strategy can be high.  In addition to the average gift size 
being larger, the expenses tend to be lower. 
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Coordinated Communication

An example of a coordinated campaign using all forms of communication – direct 
mail, email and website.  Notice how the donor is able to choose his/her method of 
response.
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Take a look at this illustration of a direct mail campaign compared to an online 
campaign.  Note the shortened processing time, more automation, and few 
opportunities for your donor to get lost in the process.  Let me reiterate though that 
the goal of your internet strategy should go beyond just the gift.  Hopefully you will 
be increasing the long term value of the donor by providing the additional handles 
that will enhance their relationship with your organization. 
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Five Key Elements

• Focus on the relationship with the donor
• Give people a reason to visit online
• Interact with visitors and donors

– Encourage 2-way communication through surveys, blogs, 
and other response mechanisms

• Communicate using a variety of methods
– Integrate all donor messages; print and online

• Assess performance and enhance as needed

Focus on the relationship with the donor.  Not on the gift.  This sounds 
elementary but there is a tendency (especially when budgets are tight) to look the 
other way.
Give people a reason to visit you online. Make them want to come to your 
website by providing expanded information that you don’t or can’t through your 
direct mail.
Interact with your website visitors and your donors.  Encourage the two way 
communication with your donors through a variety of mechanisms.
Communicate in a variety of methods.  We will talk about a few of them today.
Assess performance continuously. 
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Strategy

• Focus on merging e-mail strategy with off-line strategy 
and using website to support both.

• Review communications from donors to determine 
website design components.
– What are donors looking for?

• Provide adequate staffing and resources to 
accomplish objectives.

How will you merge your internet strategy  into your overall ministry outreach 
strategy?

Your website should be a way to link your offline and online communications efforts.  
Use your website to support the strategy behind both streams.
Review communication that you receive from donors to determine how well your 
website is working and what information they are looking for.  Provide a mechanism 
on your website for feedback.
Remember to staff appropriately.  This is an area where it is not one-size-fits-all 
but you will have to determine what makes sense based on the strategy you have 
set. 
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Strategy

• Provide mechanisms for building relationships and 
enhancing community.
– Organization to Individual
– Individual to Organization
– Individual to Individual

• Measure performance results
– Gift results
– Donor comments, questions, requests, etc.

Organization to Individual – website and email
Individual to Organization – Email response mechanism, blog responses
Individual to individual – forward an email, viral promotion, personal fundraising 
pages
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Strategy

• Meet constituents “where they live”.  
• The internet is a medium through which 

relationships can be developed and enhanced 
through a high touch, high speed, large scale, 
cost effective process.  
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How Do People Use The Internet?
IM or email (Build Relationships!) 96%
Use online search engine 87%
Research a product or service* 83%
Check the weather 69%
Buy a product 63%
Check sports scores 44%
Bank online 33%
Participate in online auction 22%
Go to a dating web site 10%
Make a donation to charity 9%
Gamble 5%

Source: Global Reach

Information 
Gathering

*Ed. Note:  Recent Kintera/Luth report indicated the internet influenced 65% of donors
before giving a donation – online or offline.

9% of internet users make a charitable gift on line.  However 65% of donor are 
influenced by information they find on the web.  
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Online Donation Estimates by Year

1999 - $10 million
2000 - $259 million
2001 - $550 million
2002 - $1.1 billion
2003 - $1.9 billion
2004 - $2.62 billion
2005 - $3.67 billion

Fundraisinginfo.com/
Philanthropyjournal.org

Estimated Online Giving By Year
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Growth in Donations

Visa is offering these charities for their own web site
Post Tsunami - Visa and MasterCard and American Express waived all processing
fees for certain non-profits – International Red Cross, Medecins Sans Frontieres, 
CARE, Oxfam, UNICEF and Save the Children

Visa is also targeting recurring payment categories, such as donations. In this 
market only 8% of transactions are made by credit card.
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Stages of The Typical Non-Profit Internet

• Stage 1 – Brochureware
– Static place holder of information
– Provides basic contact information to find out more
– One way communication
– No e-mail

Non-Profit Internet Strategies
John Wiley & Sons, 2005

At this stage, the website is designed as a static place holder for information.  Basic 
contact information like address and phone number is provided for the reader to 
request additional information.  It is designed for one-way communication – ministry 
to donor.  No email communication to donors.
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Stages of The Typical Non-Profit Internet

• Stage 2 – Online Transactions
– Limited changes to content
– Online transactions allowed
– E-mail communication sporadic

Non-Profit Internet Strategies
John Wiley & Sons, 2005

Limited changes are made in information.  Basic online donations are accepted 
maybe using a service like Paypal, Network For Good, or other 3rd party portal.  
Email communication may be used but it is sporadic with no real strategy and is 
usually limited to plain text messages. 
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Stages of The Typical Non-Profit Internet

• Stage 3 – Online Relationship Development
– Interactive in nature
– Ability to sign up for newsletters
– Download information
– Every relevant page is coordinated with a gift opportunity
– E-mail communication invites participation and is integrated 

with physical mail.
– Advocacy is encouraged (forwards, tell-a-friend, personal 

fundraising pages, etc.)

Non-Profit Internet Strategies
John Wiley & Sons, 2005

Here, the internet strategy is interactive in nature with the goal of fostering 
community and connectedness.  There is the ability to sign up for newsletters at 
multiple locations.  There is information available for downloading.  Email 
communication provides coordinated message with offline communication and often 
special landing pages are used to further encourage action.  Advocacy is 
encouraged.  This is where we want to be!
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Introduction To Terms and Concepts

• Website Design
• RSS
• Blogging
• Podcasting
• E-mail

Because you are sitting in this session which demonstrates you have at least a 
passing interest in how to better use the internet for your ministry activity, I would 
guess that you have probably heard the term Web 2.0.  It is often thrown around 
without much thought to what it really means.  Most of us are familiar with the term 
“Something point zero” when it is used to describe the latest version of software.  
However, this is a bit different.  It is true that Web 2.0 refers to new technologies on 
the internet.  But I like to think of Web 2.0 beyond just the software tools that are 
now available.  Web 2.0 is more of a revolution in the way that we think “internet”
than the tools that are available.  The tools allow us to put those thoughts into 
practice.  Web 2.0 is about connectivity and relationships defined by or maybe more 
accurately – with – the social interactions that occur through the use of tools like 
your website, weblogs, email, and social networking sites like Youtube, Flickr, 
MySpace, etc.  

Today, we are going to deal with how to use some tools that can be implemented on 
your website.  We’ll cover website design – very briefly, Real Simple Syndication or 
RSS, Blogging and Podcasting.  We’ll spend a little more time on e-mail.  Except for 
maybe some passing references, I will leave the discussion of the social networking 
sites like YouTube, Flickr, Wikipedia, etc for another time. 
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Website Design

• Visitors want your website to:
– Provide information
– Facilitate a donation
– Entertain

I’m not going to spend much time here as there are people far more qualified than I 
am in website design elements and this is not the purpose of this session.  
However, there are some basic principles to think about.  Visitors to your website 
care about you not your website.  They don’t want design elements that get in the 
way of obtaining what they need.  Most people want a website to:

Provide information
Facilitate a donation
Entertain 
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Unorganized

Misuse of Flash 
Elements

Visually 
Confusing

Website Design

Websites should be organized and clear and should provide important links in an 
easy to retrieve format.  This website is muddled and confusing.
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Website Design
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Website Design

Organized

Clear Message

Easy To Give
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Web Design Considerations
• Can donors contact us from our website?  If so, 

do we have a procedure for responding?
• Can donors sign up for newsletters?  Are we 

capturing their e-mail address and permission to 
contact them with more information?

• Do we have a way to keep our readers informed 
with new information?

• Do we provide mechanisms for our donors to 
become advocates on our behalf?

• Do we make it easy for donors to make a gift?  
How many clicks does it take? 
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Real Simple Syndication

RSS or Real Simple Syndication is a technical tool that enables your constituents to 
receive notices when your website has been updated.  Depending on how your 
website is organized, you might have an RSS feed enabled on a number of different 
pages.  For example, a devotional page, special ministry area and/or your home 
page.  This should be considered a baseline tool for implementation on your 
website.  Donors might use a variety of tools to read your “feeds”.  One common 
way is to set up a section on their browser home page.  Another is to use a “Feed 
Reader” such as Bloglines, Omea Reader, Google Reader and many others. 

One caveat here though.  This means that you must keep your website up to date.  
Remember, you are going to be competing for space on your donors’ home page so 
if you don’t provide new information on a regular basis, they will delete your feed 
from their page and you will have lost the advantage of the tool. 
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Blogs

• Report

• Retort

• Respond
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Blogs

• Report
– Keep it current
– Keep it conversational

Avoid the corporate voice.  It is important that your readers feel drawn in by a more 
natural conversational tone.  

Provide editing as needed to ensure clear communication and avoid spelling and 
grammar errors but don’t get bogged down in the details.  The advantage to 
reporting using the blog medium is its speed.  
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Blogs - Report

Here is an example of one non-profit’s use of the blog medium to keep their 
constituents informed and entertained.
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Blogs

• Report
– Keep it current
– Keep it conversational

• Retort
– Allow constituent responses (moderated)

Allowing constituents to respond to your blog postings will open the door to two-way 
conversation.  You can capture e-mail addresses and offer e-newsletters as a 
result.  Always moderate the responses so that you don’t become submerged in 
spam attacks.
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Blogs - Retort

An example of a donor responding to a blog post.  The donor is enthusiastic and 
involved.
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Blogs

• Report
– Keep it current
– Keep it conversational

• Retort
– Allow constituent responses (moderated)

• Respond
– Monitor external blogs for posts about your 

ministry.  Provide responses
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Monitoring the Blog World

Finally, take the time to respond (to external blogs).

Monitoring the world of blogs for comments about your organization can also pay 
dividends.  Using a tool like Bloglines, you can monitor posts on a regular basis 
about various subjects.  The software searches for key words that you set up and 
provides you with a periodic report of what it finds related to those words.  This tool 
can be a great help to you as you look for posts about your ministry.

Responding to blog posts with a simple thank you or a clarification will demonstrate 
your appreciation to your constituents.  If the response is appropriate to the post 
and sincere, don’t be surprised if a second post about you occurs as a result.
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Podcasts

Podcasting is a way of providing voice and/or video to your website visitors.  
Without getting into much of the technology (which frankly is over my head most of 
the time), you need to remember to keep the format to a level that is deliverable to 
the majority of your constituents.  A common mistake that is made is providing a 
podcast using the latest release of the software that you use.  Many people may 
have yet to download that version and you will frustrate them and lower your 
audience if you force them to download a new version of software.  If you force 
them to download new software to view or listen to your material, you will lose them.

Podcasts are relatively new and still and are not yet widely used.  However, this is a 
tool that many churches are embracing as a means of distributing the weekly 
sermons or other devotionals.  
The National Community Church in Washington DC has done a great job of adding 
podcasts to their resources for their outreach.  Not only do they provide the 
podcasts through a link to iTunes but they use the web page to provide information 
and instruction about how to obtain the podcasts and what the reader will need for 
listening or viewing.
A recent study by the Diffusion Group, quoted in The Nonprofit Times, predicts that 
the podcast audience in the US will climb from 800,000 in 2004 to 56.8 million by 
2010.  That’s a pretty rapid growth.

Many smaller ministries may not have the website bandwidth to host their own 
podcasts.  However, consider taking advantage of sites like YouTube for video 
podcasts or iTunes for audio or video podcasts.  Like the NCC, you can then 
provide links to the material from your website. 
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Interactivity

Notice how World Vision provides options to their site visitors right on their home 
page.
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Here is an example of using Flickr to tell a story  Providing this information on a 
remote site allows those who would not traditionally be familiar with your 
organization to find out more about  you.  You can then provide a link back to your 
website.

Consider providing resources to your donors that they can use through media 
outlets such as Flickr.
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Make It Viral

Creating material that can go “viral” is one of the true successes of web content 
thinking.  Take for instance the example of the “Star Wars Boy” video.  This was a 
dumb little video that somebody shot on a home camera.  No message, nothing of 
importance.  However, it had over 900 million views through out its life on the web 
(and probably still growing).  The wider reach that you have through material that 
goes viral, the better name recognition will have.  To many ministries, that is a little 
scary because you may lose control of your content.  But well designed and 
implemented content will not be “edited” but will be forwarded, and forwarded, and 
forwarded, etc.  Remember the jokes you used to receive in your email inbox each 
week?  It is now the day of the viral video or sound clip.  If your constituents can 
forward material to their friends, they are promoting your mission and you have 
created raving fans.  Success. 
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Email Is More Important Than The Website

• “A web site built around an email strategy is 
more valuable than a web site that is built 
around itself.”
– Provides a two way interaction mechanism
– Donors control the level of interaction that they 

desire

The Guide to Nonprofit Email
The Gilbert Center, 2006

We’ve spent some time this afternoon talking about the flashy tools that are 
available and how they might be used.  Let’s talk now about E-mail.  Certainly not 
as flashy as podcasts or blogging but e-mail is far more important to your overall 
internet strategy than any of the others.  

Email provides a two way interaction mechanism with your constituents.  Donors are 
able to control the level of interaction that they desire.  If they want more information 
about you and your ministry, they will sign up for newsletters. They will provide their 
e-mail address to you giving you permission to contact them.

Ultimately, e-mail may be more important than your website.  E-mail is the open 
door to two way communication and will bring people back to your website. 
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Email – 93% of Internet users access email 
and yet…

• 44% of nonprofits have email addresses for 
less than 20% of their supporters/members

• 64% do not collect email addresses on their 
web site

• 75% cannot survey their stakeholders online
• 78% do not have an email strategy 

The Gilbert Group of Seattle surveyed 900 nonprofit organizations with an eight question instrument. The median 
size of organizations surveyed had between 1000 and 2500 stakeholders, but the range was from almost none to 
over 5 million.
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Your E-Mail Should:

• Motivate to Action

• Return Readers to Your Website

• Generate a Response

Your e-mail should be designed to move people to action.  You can define what 
action you are seeking based on your mission.  You might encourage advocacy, 
membership, or awareness.  You might seek volunteers.  Or you might seek nothing 
more than a gift to respond to an urgent need.

Your e-mail should motivate people to return to your website to find out more.  You 
might design special landing pages for the e-mail campaign or direct people to 
existing information on your website.  

If you have done the first two correctly, then hopefully a response with a gift will 
occur.  This is where special landing pages can play a strong role in motivating the 
reader towards a gift.  It is better to direct the reader to a page on the web that 
makes the case for a gift rather than include all of the information in an e-mail.  

Remember, your e-mail does not have to make an ask each and every time.  If you 
do, your readers will tune you out and may decide you are nothing more than spam.  
Let your website do this for you. 
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Sample E-Mail

Complete 
article in the e-
mail with 
sidebar of links 
to find out 
more about the 
organization.

Forward to a 
friend 
prominently 
displayed.
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Sample E-Mail

Quick links 
format direct 
the reader 
back to the 
website to find 
more 
information.
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The Email Savvy Organization

• Collects email addresses on their web site, often on 
the front page.
– The offering of an email address is the first level of 

“permission” offered by a new stakeholder – the permission 
to correspond. 

• Publishes one or more email newsletters to its 
stakeholders.
– An email newsletter is an organized and predictable form of 

communication that is not too personal for the level of 
relationship that exists when someone has first offered their 
email address. 

The Guide to Nonprofit Email, The Gilbert Center, 2006
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The Email Savvy Organization

• Can survey its constituents online and capture that 
information
– allow your constituency to shape the nature of the ongoing 

communication.
• Can raise money through email.

– The ability to accept credit card donations online is not 
fundraising.  Fundraising is the age old combination of 
relationship building and asking.  The Internet makes this 
possible at a much larger scale and at a much lower cost 
than through other media. 

The Guide to Nonprofit Email
The Gilbert Center, 2006
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The Email Savvy Organization

• Has an email strategy.
– An email strategy answers specific questions for an 

organization:  
• what is the path toward greater and greater engagement for your 

constituents?  
• How is each level of stakeholder engagement defined?  
• How can each stakeholder be spoken to as an individual but 

managed as part of a group?

The Guide to Nonprofit Email
The Gilbert Center, 2006
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The Giving Page

• Convenience
• Flexibility
• Security

The giving page is the culmination of the rest of the donor’s web experience. And 
there are 3 critical elements to the giving page
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Convenience
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Convenience

• Card Share in the US

Your donors have and use their debit and credit cards – on top of ACH consider 
offering more than just V/MC as a card choice.
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Flexibility

• Payment frequency options
• Automatically recurring transactions
• E-mail notifications

Providing options to allow your donors to specify the frequency of their gifts is an 
important step in providing maximum flexibility to your donors. You should find a 
provider that can accommodate the maximum options for you.
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Flexibility

• Fund options

Flexibility for the ministry too!  
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Security at Authorization

• AVS (Address Verification Service)
• CVV (Cardholder Verification Validation)
• VBV (Verified By VISA)

– MasterCard’s SecureSet

Set security levels that are invisible to the donor but provide maximum protection as 
they make their gift. This will help protect the donor and also protect the ministry 
from being used as a site to verify stolen cards.
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Security – Data Storage
• PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security 

Standard)
– Install and maintain a firewall configuration to protect 

cardholder data
– Do not use vendor-supplied defaults for system 

passwords and other security parameters
– Protect stored cardholder data 
– Encrypt transmission of cardholder data across open, 

public networks 
– Use and regularly update anti-virus software 
– Develop and maintain secure systems and 

applications 

Basic PCI requirements.
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Security – Data Storage
• PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security 

Standard)
– Restrict access to cardholder data by business need-

to-know
– Assign a unique ID to each person with computer 

access
– Restrict physical access to cardholder data
– Track and monitor all access to network resources 

and cardholder data
– Regularly test security systems and processes
– Maintain a policy that addresses information security
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Five Key Elements

• Focus on the relationship with the donor
• Give people a reason to visit online
• Interact with visitors and donors

– Encourage 2-way communication through surveys, 
blogs, and other response mechanisms

• Communicate using a variety of methods
– Integrate all donor messages; print and online

• Assess performance and enhance as needed
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Resources
• MinistryLinq

http://www.thecashlinqgroup.com/
• Random Thoughts Blog – Development/Internet/Mgmt  

http://randomthings.wordpress.com
• Seth’s Blog – Marketing 

http://sethgodin.typepad.com/seths_blog/
• The Bamboo Project Blog – Non-Profit Mgmt/Strategy

http://workforcefanatic.typepad.com/bamboo_us/
• Bloglines – A blog reader/feed aggregator 

http://www.bloglines.com
• Non-Profit Internet Strategies – Ted Hart, James Greenfield, 

Michael Johnston – John Wiley & Sons - 2005
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Thank you!
Foster H. Chase, Jr.

and
Darren Mullenix

MinistryLINQ.com


